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Review

Posterior parietal cortex and episodic
retrieval: Convergent and divergent effects
of attention and memory
J. Benjamin Hutchinson,1,3,4 Melina R. Uncapher,1,3 and Anthony D. Wagner1,2

1Department of Psychology, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305-2130, USA; 2Neuroscience Program, Stanford

University, Stanford, California 94305-2130, USA

Functional neuroimaging studies of humans engaged in retrieval from episodic memory have revealed a surprisingly
consistent pattern of retrieval-related activity in lateral posterior parietal cortex (PPC). Given the well-established role of
lateral PPC in subserving goal-directed and reflexive attention, it has been hypothesized that PPC activation during
retrieval reflects the recruitment of parietal attention mechanisms during remembering. Here, we evaluate this
hypothesis by considering the anatomical overlap of retrieval and attention effects in lateral PPC. We begin by briefly
reviewing the literature implicating dorsal PPC in goal-directed attention and ventral PPC in reflexive attention. We then
discuss the pattern of dorsal and ventral PPC activation during episodic retrieval, and conclude with consideration of the
degree of anatomical convergence across the two domains. This assessment revealed that predominantly divergent
subregions of lateral PPC are engaged during acts of episodic retrieval and during goal-directed and reflexive attention,
suggesting that PPC retrieval effects reflect functionally distinct mechanisms from these forms of attention. Although
attention must play a role in aspects of retrieval, the data reviewed here suggest that further investigation into the
relationship between processes of attention and memory, as well as alternative accounts of PPC contributions to
retrieval, is warranted.

Episodic memory—declarative memory for events—has long been
known to depend on the medial temporal lobe and, to a lesser
extent, the prefrontal cortex (Squire 1992; Shimamura 1995;
Wheeler et al. 1995; Gabrieli 1998; Eichenbaum and Cohen
2001; Squire et al. 2004). Recently, an explosion of functional
neuroimaging studies has revealed that episodic retrieval is also
consistently associated with activity in lateral posterior parietal
cortex (PPC), including in the intraparietal sulcus and inferior
parietal lobule (Figs. 1, 2; for detailed review, see Wagner et al.
2005; Cabeza 2008; Cabeza et al. 2008; Ciaramelli et al. 2008;
Vilberg and Rugg 2008b; Olson and Berryhill 2009). This un-
expected finding raises the possibility that parietal mechanisms
may be more central to episodic retrieval than previously thought.

At the neuropsychological level, human lesion evidence
regarding the necessity of lateral PPC mechanisms for episodic
retrieval is limited andmixed (Berryhill et al. 2007; Davidson et al.
2008; Haramati et al. 2008; Simons et al. 2008). By contrast, other
neuropsychological data indicate that lateral PPC is unambig-
uously associated with another cognitive domain—attention
(Posner et al. 1984; Mesulam 1999; Parton et al. 2004). This latter
lesion literature is further complemented by rich functional
neuroimaging evidence implicating dorsal and ventral PPC in
goal-directed and reflexive attention, respectively (for review, see
Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Corbetta et al. 2008).

Drawing from the rich literature linking attention to lateral
PPC, memory researchers have recently proposed that lateral PPC
activity during episodic retrieval tasks reflects the engagement of
attentionmechanisms during remembering (Cabeza 2008; Cabeza
et al. 2008; Ciaramelli et al. 2008; Olson and Berryhill 2009).

Specifically, it has been hypothesized that: (1) Dorsal PPC activity
during retrieval may reflect the recruitment of goal-directed at-
tention in service of performing retrieval tasks and (2) ventral PPC
engagement during retrieval may mark the reflexive capture of
attention by mnemonic representations. While prior comprehen-
sive reviews of the neuroimaging literature on parietal correlates of
episodic retrieval have documented functional dissociations along
the dorsal/ventral axis of lateral PPC, which qualitatively parallel
those seen in the attention literature, evaluation of the hypothesis
that PPC retrieval activity reflects attention mechanisms further
requires an assessment of the degree to which attention and
retrieval effects co-localize. Here we review lateral PPC correlates
of both episodic retrieval and attention, with the goal of directly
assessing to the degree of anatomic overlap.

It should be noted from the outset that the aim of the present
review is to evaluate the hypothesis that lateral PPC episodic
retrieval effects can be explained in terms of goal-directed and
reflexive attention mechanisms. As such, we a priori imposed
three constraints that served to focus our treatment of these two
substantial literatures. First, while both the dual-attention and
memory retrieval literatures focus on effects on the lateral parietal
surface, retrieval effects are predominantly left lateralized. Thus,
we constrained our analysis of attention and retrieval findings
to left lateral PPC.5 Second, because prior retrieval reviews
focused theoretical discussion on dual-attention accounts, here

3These authors contributed equally to this work.
4Corresponding author.
E-mail jbhutchi@stanford.edu; fax (650) 725-5699.
Article is online at http://www.learnmem.org/cgi/doi/10.1101/lm.919109.

5Use of the term ‘‘lateral parietal’’ or ‘‘lateral PPC’’ in the present review is in
keeping with prior publications in the episodic memory literature, and refers
to those aspects of the posterior parietal cortex that fall lateral to the mesial
aspect of BA 7 (also referred to as ‘‘medial PPC,’’ or the precuneus). Lateral
parietal cortex therefore comprises both dorsal and ventral regions of PPC,
with the dorsal component consisting of the superior parietal lobule (SPL; the
lateral extent of BA 7) and the ventral encompassing the inferior parietal
lobule (IPL), including the supramarginal gyrus and temporoparietal junction
(SMG and TPJ; BA 40), as well as angular gyrus (AnG; BA 39).
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we similarly constrained our treatment of the extensive atten-
tion literature to include only those effects relevant to dual-
attention theory. Finally, because the preponderance of evidence
offered in support of dual-attention theory’s proposed dorsal
attention network derives from studies of visual attention, the
present review of the dorsal network is also confined to visual
attention. As such, the present review should not be viewed as
a comprehensive review of the entire attention literature.

We first survey the functional neuroimaging literature on
parietal correlates of goal-directed and reflexive attention, and
then discuss how these correlates converge and diverge with the
patterns of lateral PPC activity present during episodic retrieval.
We conclude by considering theoretical frameworks that focus on
the role of attention in episodic retrieval, as well as nonattention-
based accounts of PPC activity during retrieval, and we highlight
open questions that await further investigation.

Lateral PPC and attention
Attention refers to the neurocognitive operations by which an
organism is able to selectively process a subset of available in-
formation in service of an ongoing task (e.g., James 1890; Cherry
1953; Broadbent 1958; Posner 1980; Treisman and Gelade 1980).
It is generally accepted that there are multiple forms and compo-
nent processes of attention (e.g., Posner and Petersen 1990;
Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Husain and Nachev 2007) that
emerge from the operations of multiple distributed neural net-
works (Posner and Driver 1992; Desimone and Duncan 1995;
Kastner and Ungerleider 2000; Corbetta and Shulman 2002;
Husain and Nachev 2007). Of particular relevance to the present
review is the influential body of evidence suggesting that specific
fronto-parietal networks mediate fundamental aspects of human
attention (for review, see Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Corbetta
et al. 2008). Here we focus on the parietal components of these
networks, which are held to localize to dorsal and ventral aspects
of lateral PPC.

Situated toward the apex of the dorsal visual processing
stream, lateral PPC receives input from and provides output to a
broad range of cortical areas (e.g., Pandya and Seltzer 1982; Seltzer

and Pandya 1986; Wise et al. 1997;
Cipolloni and Pandya 1999; Lewis and
Van Essen 2003; Rushworth et al. 2006;
Schmahmann et al. 2007). Given this
high degree of connectivity, it is not
surprising that lateral PPC regions have
been implicated in a wide variety of func-
tions. Besides attention (e.g., Behrmann
et al. 2004), lateral PPC is associated
with motor intention (e.g., Andersen
and Buneo 2002), decision-making (e.g.,
Sugrue et al. 2005), mental calculation
(e.g., Dehaene et al. 2004; Hubbard
et al. 2005), and working memory (e.g.,
Jonides et al. 1998; Curtis 2006; Raye
et al. 2007). Within the domain of atten-
tion, converging evidence from neuro-
physiological, neuropsychological, and
neuroimaging studies suggests that lat-
eral PPC supports several interacting at-
tentional processes, including the flexible
shifting and allocation of attention in the
service of goal-directed selection (Posner
and Driver 1992; Goldberg et al. 2002;
Pessoa et al. 2003; Behrmann et al. 2004),
and reflexive acts, such as reorienting the
focus of attention in light of salient or

behaviorally relevant information (e.g., Posner et al. 1984; Colby
and Goldberg 1999; Corbetta et al. 2008).

An influential development in theorizing about the cognitive
neuroscience of attention is Corbetta and Shulman’s recent pro-
posal that there are at least two fronto-parietal systems of atten-
tion that depend on distinct subregions within lateral PPC
(Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Corbetta et al. 2008). Within this
dual-attention framework, a ‘‘dorsal attentionnetwork’’—inclusive of
bilateral intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and superior parietal lobule (SPL;
Fig. 1)—is hypothesized to play a key role in the ‘‘top-down’’ or
goal-driven allocation of attention. By contrast, a ‘‘ventral attention
network’’—inclusive of temporal-parietal junction (TPJ), extend-
ing into inferior parietal lobule (IPL)—is proposed to support the
reflexive reorienting of attention to behaviorally relevant infor-
mation. We begin by briefly reviewing evidence in support of this
distinction between dorsal and ventral PPC attentionmechanisms.

Dorsal PPC
The top-down allocation of attention to goal-relevant information
is widely held to arise from a highly interconnected fronto-parietal
network that includes dorsal PPC (e.g., Kanwisher and Wojciulik
2000; Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Knudsen 2007). Within dorsal
PPC, the IPS and SPL have been consistently associated with the
volitional allocation of attention to visual aspects of, and co-
ordinated motor actions to, specific regions in extrapersonal space
(e.g., Colby and Goldberg 1999; Culham and Kanwisher 2001;
Pessoa et al. 2003; Yantis and Serences 2003). Given that dorsal
PPC regions—predominantly left-lateralized IPS—are also associ-
ated with successful episodic retrieval, it is critical to understand
the manner in which IPS contributes to goal-directed attention,
and how these attention mechanisms anatomically converge or
diverge with those active during remembering.

The idea that IPS is involved in goal-directed attention is
supported by nonhuman primate neurophysiology and human
neuroimaging studies requiring covert attention to be directed to
specific areas of visual space (for review, see Corbetta and Shulman
2002; Goldberg et al. 2002). For example, robust IPS activity is
elicited by external cues directing attention to spatial locations, as
well as during tasks requiring sustained spatial attention across

Figure 1. Anatomy of posterior parietal cortex (PPC). A posterior-lateral view of human PPC is
depicted, with PPC separated into dorsal and ventral portions by the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). Dorsal
PPC includes the superior parietal lobule (SPL) and IPS. Ventral PPC includes inferior parietal lobule (IPL)
and its subregions: supramarginal gyrus (SMG), temporoparietal junction (TPJ), and angular gyrus
(AnG).
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a delay period (e.g., Corbetta et al. 2000, 2002; Sereno et al. 2001;
Curtis et al. 2004; Kincade et al. 2005; Schluppeck et al. 2005;
Silver et al. 2005). Extant data further indicate that attention-
related IPS activity demonstrates a strong spatial specificity, at least
in some IPS subregions. In particular, an emerging neuroimaging
literature has begun to topographically map the human IPS,
identifying visual attention maps along the medial and, to a lesser
extent, lateral banks of human IPS, wherein contiguous areas of
cortex respond to contiguous areas across overtly and covertly
attended retinotopic space. IPS maps have been identified using
covert attentional orienting (Silver et al. 2005; Saygin and Sereno
2008), memory-guided saccade (Sereno et al. 2001; Schluppeck
et al. 2005, 2006; Hagler et al. 2007; Levy et al. 2007; Konen and
Kastner 2008a,b), and passive viewing paradigms (Swisher et al.
2007; cf. Jack et al. 2007). Although across-subject variability is
present, extant data currently suggest that there are at least five

retinotopically organized attentional maps along human IPS
(IPS0-IPS4; Fig. 3). The functional characteristics of these regions
have prompted proposals that at least a subset of these attentional
maps may be homologous to monkey lateral intraparietal area
(LIP) (for discussion, see Sereno et al. 2001; Schluppeck et al. 2005,
2006; Silver et al. 2005; Hagler et al. 2007; Swisher et al. 2007;
Konen and Kastner 2008a,b), offering a potentially fruitful ana-
tomic landmark for future exploration of PPC attentionmechanisms.

To more fully appreciate the distribution of IPS effects
identified in the aforementioned neuroimaging studies of goal-
directed visuospatial attention, we plotted on a standardized
fiducial brain (Van Essen et al. 2001; Van Essen 2005) the foci
from relevant studies cited in reviews by Corbetta and Shulman
(Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Corbetta et al. 2008) (see Methods
of comparison below for detailed inclusion criteria; Table 1 lists
all included foci). Consistent with Corbetta and Shulman’s
model, Figure 4A (white foci) reveals a fairly consistent pat-
tern of effects, largely localized to the medial wall of the middle
and posterior branches of IPS, and extending superiorly into SPL.

In addition to playing a role during tasks of visuospatial
attention, dorsal PPC mechanisms have been proposed to gener-
alize beyond the visuospatial domain (e.g., Coull and Frith 1998;
Wojciulik and Kanwisher 1999; Marois et al. 2000a; Yantis
and Serences 2003; cf. Husain and Nachev 2007). For example,
IPS activity has been associated with directing attention to
information that is ostensibly nonspatial in nature, such as
shifting attention between (or allocating attention selectively to)
superimposed objects at fixation (Yantis and Serences 2003;
Serences et al. 2004) or between different features of a particular
object (e.g., ‘‘attend to either the color or shape of a centrally
presented item’’) (Le et al. 1998; also see Wojciulik and Kanwisher
1999; Shulman et al. 2002; Giesbrecht et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2003).

Figure 2. Left lateral PPC activity during episodic retrieval. (A) A
comparison of hits relative to correct rejections reported by Kahn et al.
(2004) revealed ‘‘old/new’’ effects in dorsal PPC, inclusive of IPS. Average
signal change within IPS was greater for items perceived as old (hits and
false alarms) vs. those believed to be new (misses and correct rejections).
(B ) A comparison of successful, relative to unsuccessful, cued recall by
Kuhl et al. (2007) revealed greater activity in AnG, compatible with the
broader literature on recollection success effects (see Fig. 4). In addition,
effects were observed in more anterior aspects of ventral PPC (SMG), as
well as in dorsal PPC (principally SPL) (see Discussion). (C ) Orienting to
memory in attempts to recollect, independent of recollection success, is
often associated with activity in dorsal PPC. For example, comparison of
temporal recency judgments to novelty-based decisions elicited greater
IPS activity (Dudukovic and Wagner 2007).

Figure 3. Multiple visuospatial attentional maps are observed along
human IPS. (A) Posterior-lateral view (top) and dorsal view (bottom) of left
hemisphere surface from a single subject, with delineated maps of IPS 1
(purple), 2 (blue), 3 (red), and 4 (green) (courtesy of Michael Silver). (B )
Posterior-lateral view (top) and posterior view (bottom) of right hemi-
sphere surface from a single subject, displaying visual field maps of
occipital and dorsal parietal lobes, including IPS0-4, as produced from
a rotating wedge stimulus (adapted from Swisher et al. [2007], with
permission from The Society for Neuroscience !2007).
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Table 1. Published coordinates in left lateral PPC from studies of top-down and reflexive attention, and summary coordinates from prior
episodic retrieval meta-analyses (see text for details)

Study x y z Stimulus domain Effect of interest

Top-down attention
Astafiev et al. (2003) !25 !63 44 Spatial Visual orienting (cue activity)

!29 !61 52
!31 !51 46
!17 !65 48

Beauchamp et al. (2001) !26 !57 50 Spatial Selective peripheral attention
Connolly et al. (2002) !33 !45 42 Spatial Delayed saccade task
Corbetta et al. (1998) !25 !55 50 Spatial Peripheral attention shifting

!19 !63 60
!25 !75 22

Corbetta et al. (2000) !25 !67 48 Spatial Visual orienting (cue activity)
!25 !57 46
!23 !67 32
!27 !75 26

Corbetta et al. (2002) !27 !77 18 Spatial Visual orienting (delay activity)
!25 !55 42

Culham et al. (1998) !29 !62 51 Spatial Selective peripheral attention
!31 !79 22
!18 !70 69
!43 !39 44

Hagler and Sereno (2006) !23 !79 32 Spatial Attention mapping
Hopfinger et al. (2000) !44 !64 32 Spatial Visual orienting (cue activity)

!44 !48 36
!16 !52 56
!16 !56 56
!40 !64 28
!40 !48 32

Jack et al. (2007) !30 !58 47 Spatial Delayed saccade task
Kastner et al. (1999) !27 !78 38 Spatial Visual orienting

(expectation activity)
!18 !63 54

Kincade et al. (2005) !38 !50 50 Spatial Visual orienting (cue activity)
!23 !57 54
!13 !59 51
!27 !59 34
!38 !50 46
!19 !60 52

Pessoa et al. (2002) !22 !61 43 Spatial Working memory (delay period)
!38 !43 39

Rowe et al. (2000) !22 !62 60 Spatial Working memory (delay period)
Sapir et al. (2005) !41 !56 49 Spatial Visual orienting (cue by

performance interaction)
Schluppeck et al. (2005) !21 !76 42 Spatial Delayed saccade

!18 !71 52
Shulman et al. (1999) !25 !73 22 Spatial Visual orienting (cue activity)

!29 !57 56
!31 !53 48
!29 !49 40
!13 !67 56
!23 !71 46
!13 !77 46
!29 !83 24 Spatial Visual orienting (directionally

selective cue activity)
!29 !57 56
!29 !47 40
!25 !71 22
!23 !69 48
!17 !71 38

Shulman et al. (2002) !35 !55 44 Visual orienting (cue activity)
Silver et al. (2005) !23 !76 39 Spatial Attention mapping

!19 !75 48
Swisher et al. (2007) !23 !73 40 Spatial Attention mapping

!21 !68 52
!25 !61 55
!26 !57 54

Sylvester et al. (2007) !33 !56 48 Spatial Visual orienting (cue activity)
!20 !70 47

Arrington et al. (2000) !30 !35 41 Object Object-based cuing
Huettel et al. (2001) !22 !72 34 Object Visual search
Shulman et al. (2003) !19 !63 44 Mixed Visual search

(continued )
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It is worth noting that such paradigms indexing attention to
objects do not definitively preclude the deployment of spatial
attention, because successful attentional allocation to one of two
superimposed items, for example, might require slight shifts of
spatial attention to favor the processing of discriminating features
occupying distinct locations. Also, although there is evidence that
selective feature-level attention might be separable from visuo-
spatial attention (e.g., Serences and Boynton 2007), the current
review does not contain studies that unambiguously isolate this
feature-level processing.

To determine whether any dissociations are apparent within
lateral PPC that might ultimately relate to whether episodic
retrieval deploys spatial vs. ‘‘nonspatial’’ goal-directed attention,
we returned to the Corbetta and Shulman reviews (Corbetta and
Shulman 2002; Corbetta et al. 2008) to plot foci from studies
examining goal-directed attention to objects and features of
objects (see Methods of comparison section for details). As with

spatial effects, visual object/feature effects fall largely within
posterior IPS and in SPL (Fig. 4A, gray foci; Table 1). These findings
fit with existing theories proposing that a fronto-parietal network,
including IPS and SPL, might be involved in attentional control
across various types of visual information (e.g., Yantis and Seren-
ces 2003). Although it has been proposed that SPL and IPS support
distinct attention mechanisms (e.g., SPL is putatively involved in
shifts of visuospatial attention, and IPS in the representation of
attentional priority maps) (Molenberghs et al. 2007), such dis-
tinctions between different aspects of visual attention within
dorsal PPC are outside the scope of the current review. In sum,
allocating visual attention in a goal-directed manner consistently
recruits dorsal PPC mechanisms.

Ventral PPC
The ventral attention system is held to enable attentional capture
by, and reorientation to, salient or behaviorally relevant stimuli.

Table 1. Continued

Study x y z Stimulus domain Effect of interest

!27 !55 48
!25 !73 26

Wojciulik and Kanwisher (1999) !29 !78 23 Mixed Overlap across
!31 !52 46 Visual attention tasks
!15 !64 48
!26 !63 34

Reflexive attention
Indovina and Macaluso (2007) !30 !58 44 Spatial Invalidly cued target

!32 !56 40
!12 !64 50

Kincade et al. (2005) !57 !43 31 Spatial Invalidly cued target
Macaluso and Patria (2007) !30 !50 40 Spatial Invalidly cued target
Vossel et al. (2006) !42 !54 47 Spatial Invalidly cued target

!36 !48 48
Bledowski et al. (2004) !51 !29 35 Object Object oddball

!47 !40 46
Braver et al. (2001) !53 !27 24 Verbal Letter oddball
Clark et al. (2000) !61 !45 21 Verbal Letter oddball
Kiehl et al. (2001) !38 !48 60 Auditory Auditory oddball

!56 !41 30
Linden et al. (1999) !55 !34 33 Auditory Auditory oddball

!58 !40 27
!55 !37 33 Object Visual oddball
!46 !39 46

Macaluso et al. (2002) !58 !52 28 Spatial/tactile Invalidly cued target
Marois et al. (2000b) !21 !63 51 Object/spatial Location/identity oddball

!54 !34 23
Mayer et al. (2006)a !42 !46 45 Auditory Auditory oddball

!31 !50 37
Menon et al. (1997) !60 !32 30 Auditory Auditory oddball

!56 !48 32
Serences et al. (2005) !55 !41 17 Feature Goal-relevant distraction

!20 !60 41
!26 !71 20

Strange and Dolan, 2007b !48 !56 34 Verbal Verbal oddball

Study x y z Memory process Coordinate type

Episodic retrieval
Ciaramelli et al. (2008) !36 !57 42 ‘‘Top-down’’ Median coordinate

!50 !57 38 ‘‘Bottom-up’’ Median coordinate
Vilberg and Rugg (2008b) !38 !62 46 Familiarity Center of mass

!43 !66 38 Recollection Center of mass

All coordinates are reported in study-specific space (i.e., Talaraich or MNI).
aCoordinates listed for the contrast of interest from this study (validity 3 stimulus onset asynchrony interaction) included a location in angular gyrus.
However, this data point did not show a simple effect of validity (invalid > valid) and was thus omitted.
bAlthough coordinates listed here were only given for an interaction between a placebo and drug group, the text and figures from this study suggest that
an oddball effect was present in the placebo group.
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Extant evidence suggests that this second system is mediated in
part by ventral PPC mechanisms, with a prevalent right hemi-
spheric lateralization (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Stevens
et al. 2005; Corbetta et al. 2008). In human neuroimaging studies,
for example, activity in the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and
TPJ is often sensitive to infrequently occurring (e.g., ‘‘oddball’’)

or unanticipated stimuli that attract attention (e.g., McCarthy
et al. 1997; Linden et al. 1999; Clark et al. 2000;Marois et al. 2000b;
Braver et al. 2001; Kiehl et al. 2001; Stevens et al. 2005).

Within the visuospatial domain, evidence from human
lesion and neuroimaging studies suggests that ventral parietal
mechanisms facilitate the reorientation of attention. For example,
neural insult typically in the vicinity of right TPJ can produce
spatial attention impairments, such as unilateral neglect (Mort
et al. 2003; Hillis et al. 2005) (it should be noted that damage to
left ventral PPC can produce deficits in other domains, such as
language [e.g., Dronkers et al. 2004]). It has been suggested that
ventral parietal damage impacts reflexive attention processesmore
so than goal-driven processes (e.g., Corbetta and Shulman 2002),
leading to disproportionate difficulties in reorienting to behavior-
ally relevant stimuli in the contralesional visual field (Posner et al.
1984). However, the dorsal and ventral attention networks are
posited to dynamically interact (Corbetta et al. 2008). This is
partially evidenced by the consistent observation that lesions to
ventral PPC can also impact goal-driven processes, as well as dorsal
PPC function (e.g., Mesulam 1999; Corbetta et al. 2005; He et al.
2007). Additionally, numerous neuroimaging studies indicate that
parietal mechanisms, located primarily in TPJ and SMG, are
engaged when a reflexive reorientation of spatial attention is
required, such as when task-relevant visual targets appear in
spatially unattended or noncued locations (e.g., Arrington et al.
2000; Corbetta et al. 2000, 2002; Macaluso et al. 2002; Kincade
et al. 2005; Serences et al. 2005; Vossel et al. 2006; Indovina and
Macaluso 2007).

Complementing the aforementioned neuropsychological
and neuroimaging evidence are single-unit studies of nonhuman
primates that implicate ventral PPC mechanisms when salient
stimuli attract attention. For example, neurons in ventral PPC
(area 7a) appear to detect and signal the location of visually salient
items (e.g., a red square among an array of green squares) (Con-
stantinidis and Steinmetz 2001, 2005). In contrast to the human
data, however, the degree of task relevance does not appear to be
a necessary factor for driving the ventral PPC response in ma-
caques. Thus, while some have noted the similarity between ma-
caque area 7a and the human ventral attention network (Corbetta
and Shulman 2002; Corbetta et al. 2008), it remains unclear as to
where the homolog of human TPJ might fall in the nonhuman
primate.

As with dorsal mechanisms, ventral PPC is implicated in tasks
beyond the visuospatial domain. For example, TPJ and SMG are
both associated with attentional reorienting across a broad range
of modalities, including: (1) oddball paradigms and paradigms
where the stimulus is presented in an unexpected location, em-
ploying tactile (e.g., Macaluso et al. 2002) or auditory stimuli (e.g.,
Kiehl et al. 2001; Stevens et al. 2005); (2) centrally presented visual
stimuli (e.g., Clark et al. 2000; Marois et al. 2000b; Braver et al.
2001); as well as (3) during task and event boundaries (e.g.,
Downar et al. 2000; Kurby and Zacks 2008).

As noted above, attentional reorienting effects are predomi-
nantly reported in right TPJ/SMG. By contrast, the ventral PPC
responses observed in the episodic retrieval literature are primarily
left lateralized (see next section). Thus, to enable comparison to
the episodic retrieval literature, we plotted foci reported in left PPC
in visuospatial (white foci) and nonspatial (gray foci) reflexive
orienting paradigms (right PPC foci not depicted; see Methods of
comparison section for details). As can be seen in Figure 4B, these
foci appear to concentrate in TPJ and SMG, and tend to fall
anterior to the angular gyrus (AnG). Two other notable patterns
are evident in the figure. First, there exists some co-localization
between the foci from visuospatial and nonspatial domains,
consistent with the idea that ventral PPC mediates a domain-
general reorienting of attention (Downar et al. 2000; Macaluso

Figure 4. Attention and episodic retrieval fMRI effects in human PPC
projected onto a fiducial cortical surface. Representative foci from
attention studies are overlaid on retrieval convergence maps of old/new
effects (red), recollection effects (blue), and their overlap (purple). (Figure
adapted from Wagner et al. [2005] and reprinted with permission from
Elsevier !2005.) Colored areas represent regions activated at P < 0.001 in
four or more of the seven contrasts of hits vs. correct rejections (i.e., old/
new effects) and two or more of the four contrasts targeting recollection
effects. Attention foci were surface-rendered onto a fiducial brain (PALS-
B12) using Caret Software (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/caret/) (Van
Essen 2005). (A) Foci from studies of top-down visuospatial (white) and
visual object/feature (gray) attention are plotted, along with the summary
foci from the Vilberg and Rugg (2008b) (green) and Ciaramelli et al. (2008)
(yellow) studies of ‘‘familiarity-based’’ retrieval effects. (B) Foci from studies
of bottom-up visuospatial (white) and nonvisuospatial attention (gray) are
plotted, along with the summary foci from the Vilberg and Rugg (2008b)
(green) and Ciaramelli et al. (2008) (yellow) studies of ‘‘recollection-based’’
retrieval effects. See Table 1 for full list of coordinates.
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et al. 2002; Corbetta et al. 2008). Second, while the ventral foci are
predominantly concentrated in TPJ and SMG, many other foci fall
in dorsal PPC, along the IPS. The frequent co-occurrence of ventral
reorienting effects with dorsal activations has motivated dual-
attention theorists to propose that while the two networks are
functionally distinct (Fox et al. 2006; He et al. 2007), they can
operate in concert to carry out various complex tasks (Corbetta
et al. 2008).6

While the attention functions of dorsal and ventral PPC
regions remain a highly active area of investigation, evidence to
date appears to point to two dissociable and interacting attention
systems. Dorsal parietal mechanisms appear to drive top-down,
goal-directed, or endogenous attentional allocation, whereas
mechanisms in ventral parietal regions appear to support bot-
tom-up, reflexive, or exogenous attentional reorienting operations
that can be informed by the current task goal. We next consider
lateral PPC correlates of episodic retrieval.

Lateral PPC and episodic memory retrieval
Episodic retrieval is a neurocognitive act that depends not only on
the MTL, but also on multiple fronto-parietal mechanisms (e.g.,
Squire 1992; Shimamura 1995; Gabrieli 1998; Wagner 1999;
Fletcher and Henson 2001; Dobbins et al. 2002; Ranganath and
Knight 2002; Buckner 2003; Bunge et al. 2004; Squire et al. 2004;
Woodruff et al. 2005; Kuhl et al. 2008). Episodic retrieval para-
digms probe memory for past events, and can include (1) recog-
nition memory judgments about whether an item was previously
encountered, which can be based on recollection of the contextual
details surrounding the item’s past encounter and/or on a context-
free sense of item familiarity (for review, see Yonelinas 2002; Rugg
and Yonelinas 2003); (2) cued recall and free recall paradigms that
require the recollection of event information that is not present in
the retrieval cue; and (3) sourcememory judgments, which require
recollection of the contextual (source) details associated with
a previously encountered item (Johnson et al. 1993). Here we
selectively review the neuroimaging literature on episodic re-
trieval, with a focus on the frequently observed activation of
dorsal and ventral lateral PPC (Fig. 2).

One of the central lines of evidence implicating PPC in
episodic retrieval is the consistent observation that neural activity
over or in lateral parietal cortex is enhanced during the recogni-
tion of previously encountered items (‘‘hits’’) relative to the correct
rejection of unstudied items (‘‘correct rejections’’ [CRs])—the so-
called ‘‘old/new effect.’’ The first reports of parietal old/new effects
came from studies using electroencephalography, which revealed
event-related potentials (ERPs) that differed in amplitude over
(primarily left) lateral parietal scalp sites in response to hits relative
to CRs, with an onset of around 400 ms post-stimulus (for re-
view, see Rugg and Curran 2007). A rich body of evidence suggests
that this effect reflects the recollection of contextual details
from an episode, rather than simple item familiarity (e.g., Smith
1993; Wilding et al. 1995; Allan et al. 1998; Curran 2000;
Curran and Cleary 2003; Woodruff et al. 2006; Vilberg and Rugg
2008a).

Complementing the ERP literature, event-related fMRI stud-
ies of episodic retrieval have consistently revealed old/new effects
in medial and (usually left) lateral PPC (Fig. 4; for reviews, see also
Wagner et al. 2005; Cabeza et al. 2008; Vilberg and Rugg 2008b;

Olson and Berryhill 2009). Within lateral PPC, numerous fMRI
studies have revealed greater activity in left IPS and IPL for hits vs.
CRs (e.g., Henson et al. 1999, 2005; Konishi et al. 2000; Leveroni
et al. 2000; McDermott et al. 2000; Donaldson et al. 2001; von
Zerssen et al. 2001; Leube et al. 2003; Wheeler and Buckner 2003,
2004; Herron et al. 2004; Kahn et al. 2004; Shannon and Buckner
2004; Weis et al. 2004; Tsukiura et al. 2005; Woodruff et al. 2005;
Iidaka et al. 2006), with these old/new effects having been
observed using various methods to assess retrieval success (e.g.,
recognition confidence and source memory paradigms) and dif-
ferent types of stimulus material (e.g., visually presented words
and pictures; auditorily presented words; pairs of words and/or
objects). Importantly, activity in some lateral PPC subregions
appears to track the subjective sense that the item is old (i.e.,
‘‘perceived familiarity’’ or ‘‘perceived oldness’’), as evidenced by
greater activity in response to unstudied items misidentified as
studied (‘‘false alarms’’ [FAs]) than for studied items misidentified
as unstudied (‘‘misses’’) (Fig. 2A;Wheeler and Buckner 2003; Kahn
et al. 2004). Lateral PPC subregions have also been shown to
display a monotonic increase in activity that tracks the subject’s
confidence that a test probe was studied, regardless of the actual
old/new status of the item (Yonelinas et al. 2005). As such, extant
fMRI data suggest that lateral parietal old/new effects are distinct
from repetition priming (Wagner et al. 2005), in that they track
perceived memory status rather than the veridical mnemonic
status of an item.

Whereas ERP parietal old/new effects appear to predomi-
nantly reflect differences in event recollection, fMRI studies in-
dicate that parietal old/new effects reflect at least two functional
mechanisms. In particular, fMRI data indicate that distinct sub-
regions in lateral PPC are modulated by phenomenologically
different aspects of memory retrieval, with dorsal PPC activation
(principally in IPS) tracking perceived item familiarity and ventral
PPC activation (principally in AnG) tracking the recollection of
episodic details (Wagner et al. 2005; Vilberg and Rugg 2008b). As
we discuss next, this functional distinction within lateral PPC is
consistent across laboratories, stimulus sets, and the particulars of
the retrieval paradigms (Fig. 4; Wagner et al. 2005; Cabeza et al.
2008; Vilberg and Rugg 2008b).

The functional dissociation between dorsal and ventral PPC
regions associated with familiarity and recollection has been
observed across numerous types of stimuli and retrieval tasks.
One class of retrieval tasks requires volunteers to introspect on and
report the basis of their recognition decision. For example, in
‘‘remember/know’’ recognition tasks, volunteers are to give a ‘‘re-
member’’ response if they recollect any aspect of an item’s study
episode, and a ‘‘know’’ response if they simply believe they have
encountered the item during the study phase, but do not re-
member any specific details of the study event (Tulving 1985).
Although the remember/know paradigm may not cleanly dissoci-
ate recollection- from familiarity-based memory decisions (e.g.,
Donaldson 1996; Dunn 2004, 2008; Wixted 2007; Wais et al.
2008), application of this method has frequently revealed greater
activity in or near AnG during remember vs. know responses (e.g.,
Eldridge et al. 2000; Sharot et al. 2004;Wheeler and Buckner 2004;
Woodruff et al. 2005; Montaldi et al. 2006), whereas greater
activation is frequently revealed in and around IPS during know
responses vs. CRs (e.g., Henson et al. 1999; Sharot et al. 2004;
Wheeler and Buckner 2004). Similar dissociable patterns of activ-
ity have been reported using tasks that objectively, rather than
subjectively, assess memory for event details encountered during
an item’s study. In one such method, memory is probed for
experimentally manipulated study context variables, such as the
color, location, or task under which each item was studied (i.e.,
source memory tasks) (e.g., Cansino et al. 2002; Fan et al. 2003;
Lundstrom et al. 2003; Kahn et al. 2004; Kensinger and Schacter

6Although the number of foci are limited, and thus strong conclusions cannot
be drawn at this point, it may be notable that the majority of the dorsal PPC
foci elicited under conditions of reflexive orienting fall lateral to the dorsal
PPC foci elicited under conditions of goal-directed attentional allocation (Fig.
4). Future within-subject comparison is required to determine whether this
possible anatomic divergence is real.
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2006). Correct ‘‘source’’ recognition judgments, which are as-
sumed to reflect recollection, are typically associated with in-
creased activation in or near AnG (e.g., Cansino et al. 2002; Kahn
et al. 2004; Kensinger and Schacter 2006), whereas item recogni-
tion in the absence of source recollection, which is assumed to
reflect familiarity, is typically associated with activation in more
dorsal PPC regions (e.g., Kahn et al. 2004; Ragland et al. 2004,
2006).

In addition to PPC modulation according to the memory
status of an item (perceived or actual), there is also evidence that
the type of mnemonic information that subjects orient toward
during retrieval has an influence on lateral PPC activity. For
example, several fMRI studies have investigated how neural
activation differs when performing forced-choice recognition
tasks that require either recollective-based decisions (source mem-
ory judgments) or familiarity-based decisions (e.g., novelty de-
tection), using test probes withmatchedmnemonic histories (e.g.,
Dobbins et al. 2002, 2003; Dobbins and Wagner 2005). These
studies consistently reveal left-lateral PPC activity, including
superior IPL and lateral IPS, when comparing retrieval oriented
to recollective-based, rather than to familiarity-based information
(for review, see Wagner et al. 2005), and this pattern is observed
independent of retrieval outcome (i.e., activation was comparable
on correct and incorrect recollection-based trials) (Dobbins et al.
2003; see also, Fig. 2C; Dudukovic and Wagner 2007). Such
findings highlight the need for interpretive caution, suggesting
that parietal effects may not exclusively stem from the (veridical or
perceived) mnemonic status of an item, but may also reflect goal-
directed mechanisms recruited by the task at hand.

The present study of the functional neuroimaging literature
on parietal correlates of episodic retrieval might suggest that
lesions of lateral PPC would result in frank episodic memory
deficits, yet extant lesion data do not support this prediction.
Rather, recent studies of human patients with focal lateral PPC
damage have not revealed significant impairments in episodic
memory, as measured using yes/no recognition, source recollec-
tion, and cued recall (Berryhill et al. 2007; Davidson et al. 2008;
Haramati et al. 2008; Simons et al. 2008). Likewise, application of
transcranial magnetic stimulation to either left or right IPS during
recognition memory decisions has been reported to have no
significant impact on performance (Rossi et al. 2006).

The absence of clear mnemonic deficits following parietal
lesions should be interpreted with caution, however, becausemost
studies examined the performance of patients with unilateral
lesions, and the locus of damage in some of the patients may
not have encompassed the lateral PPC regions implicated in
functional neuroimaging studies of retrieval (but see Simons
et al. 2008). Moreover, while dramatic episodic memory deficits
have not been observed, a number of studies have revealed more
nuanced deficits in patients with PPC damage. Specifically, emerg-
ing data indicate that lateral parietal patients are impaired on
some measures of recollection, such as demonstrating a dimin-
ished subjective sense of remembering and a decline in the level of
details freely recalled from autobiographical memory (Berryhill
et al. 2007; Davidson et al. 2008; but also see Simons et al. 2008).
Although suggestive, further research is clearly needed, including
studies with large sample sizes that afford increased anatomical
precision and stronger tests of structure–deficit associations (Bates
et al. 2003).

Relating lateral PPC attention and memory effects
Mounting evidence implicating a role for lateral PPC in episodic
retrieval has prompted proposal of at least three possible func-
tional interpretations—the mnemonic accumulator hypothesis,
output buffer hypothesis, and attention to internal representa-

tions hypothesis (Wagner et al. 2005). The mnemonic accumula-
tor hypothesis parallels accumulator accounts of parietal
activation during perceptual decision-making (e.g., Shadlen and
Newsome 2001; Ploran et al. 2007; see also Heekeren et al. 2004),
in positing that lateral PPC mechanisms might track the accumu-
lation of evidence in service of making a mnemonic decision. The
output buffer hypothesis states that lateral PPC serves as a tempo-
rary mnemonic store, representing retrieved information from
declarative memory, perhaps analogous to the proposed ‘‘episodic
buffer’’ (Baddeley 2000; Vilberg and Rugg 2008b). Finally, the
attention to internal representations hypothesis postulates that,
similar to its role in tasks of selective attention, lateral PPC
mechanisms might mediate the shifting and allocation of atten-
tion to internal representations. Here we evaluate this third
account by considering the relation between dual-attention and
episodic retrieval effects in lateral PPC.

Several groups have recently noted that human lateral PPC
appears to be functionally dissociated along the dorsal/ventral axis
in both the attention and episodic retrieval literatures (Cabeza
2008; Cabeza et al. 2008; Ciaramelli et al. 2008; Olson and
Berryhill 2009). Accordingly, two highly related proposals have
been advanced: the ‘‘dual attentional processes’’ (DAP) hypothesis
(Cabeza 2008) and the ‘‘attention to memory’’ (AtoM) account
(Cabeza et al. 2008; Ciaramelli et al. 2008; Olson and Berryhill
2009). According to the DAP hypothesis, dorsal parietal areas
involved in the top-down allocation of attention are engaged to
accomplish retrieval goals, whereas ventral parietal areas involved
in the capture and reorienting of attention are recruited to respond
reflexively to recollected event details. As such, this interpretation
extends the role of the ventral parietal attention network from
that of handling behaviorally relevant external events to addi-
tionally dealing with internally generated information, specifi-
cally of the kind produced by successful episodic recollection. The
AtoM account is largely similar to DAP, but additionally considers
the roles of dorsal and ventral PPC mechanisms in various stages
of memory retrieval. Specifically, ventral parietal mechanisms are
held to act around the time information is successfully retrieved
from memory, marking the automatic capture of attention by
retrieved memory representations. By contrast, dorsal parietal
mechanisms are proposed to operate (1) before the retrieval stage
itself, perhaps setting the stage for retrieval by allocating top-down
attention toward the maintenance of goal states and cues relevant
to retrieval, as well as (2) after retrieval, perhaps to facilitate
processes such as monitoring and evaluating the products of
retrieval en route to a decision about the mnemonic status of
the test item.

The central argument advanced by the DAP/AtoM hypoth-
eses—that dorsal and ventral attention mechanisms are compo-
nent processes engaged during episodic retrieval—garners support
from several lines of evidence. First, although only one fMRI study
(to our knowledge) has assessed, within-subjects, whether episodic
retrieval and attention-related activity converges, the study did
reveal activity in dorsal PPC (in anterior, medial IPS/SPL) during
both a cued attention task, as well as during an episodic retrieval
task (Cabeza et al. 2003).7 Second, Ciaramelli et al. (2008) observed
that a dorsal PPC focus implicated in top-down attention and

7Interestingly, in this same study, there also was a left IPL focus that was more
responsive during the episodic retrieval than during the cued attention
paradigm, and bilateral TPJ/SMG foci were observed to be more responsive
to the cued attention than the episodic retrieval paradigm. Interpretation of
these data, as well as the IPS/SPL response that was common to the attention
and retrieval paradigms, is complicated, however, because the retrieval
activations consisted of a comparison to a low-level baseline, rather than
a comparison between retrieval conditions. Thus, it is unclear in this study
whether these IPL, TPJ/SMG, and IPS/SPL regions demonstrated an old/new
or recollection effect.
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a ventral PPC focus implicated in reflexive attention (from
Corbetta et al. 2000) fell near the median locations of dorsal and
ventral PPC foci observed across episodic retrieval studies.

While DAP/AtoMmay provide a coherent accountwithwhich
to consider the component contributions of dorsal and ventral
PPC to episodic memory, the specificity of the anatomical—and
thus functional—convergence between the episodic retrieval and
attention literatures is still in its preliminary stages. Specifically,
because prior reviews of the retrieval literature (Wagner et al. 2005;
Cabeza 2008; Cabeza et al. 2008; Ciaramelli et al. 2008; Vilberg
and Rugg 2008b; Olson and Berryhill 2009) did not include
analogous reviews of the dual-attention literature, the degree to
which retrieval and attention effects co-localize in PPC remains
unknown. Accordingly, the present study provides an initial
evaluation of the dual-attention hypothesis of PPC retrieval effects
by assessing the degree of anatomical co-localization between foci
from the two literatures.

Methods of comparison
The aim of the present study is to examine the relationship
between the anatomical substrates of top-down and reflexive
attention and of episodic retrieval in left lateral PPC. To accom-
plish this, we first surveyed the corpus of the ;300 studies cited
by Corbetta and Shulman in their reviews of the attention
literature (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Corbetta et al. 2008), in
order to identify effects associated with top-down and reflexive
attention.

We operationalized ‘‘top-down attention’’ effects as those
identified in tasks that Corbetta and Shulman cite as core evidence
for their dorsal attention network. Specifically, we included effects
from analyses targeting the shifting and/or selective allocation
of endogenous visual attention: cue/anticipatory period activity
from spatial cuing tasks (e.g., Posner cuing task), delay period
activity for spatial cuing or visuospatial working memory tasks,
contrasts capturing the shift of selective attention to peripheral
stimuli, retinotopic attention mapping paradigms (including
delayed-saccade paradigms), object-based cuing tasks, and search
period activity from visual search paradigms. To increase the
representation of data from IPS regions showing retinotopically
organized attentional maps, foci from two additional studies were
included (Silver et al. 2005; Swisher et al. 2007). Similarly, we
operationalized ‘‘reflexive attention’’ effects as those identified in
tasks that Corbetta and Shulman cite as support for their ventral
attention network. These effects derive from analyses targeting the
reorienting of attention upon encountering unexpected, goal-
relevant stimuli: visual reorienting and oddball paradigms (and
goal-relevant, infrequent distractor activity in the case of Serences
et al. [2005]).

Because the Corbetta and Shulman reviews extend the dual-
attention account to a broad class of parietal phenomena, we
excluded studies indexing these possible extensions (e.g., theory
of mind, reorienting between internal and environmental pro-
cessing, maintenance of task sets, signals for task sets/task switch-
ing, attention to or implementation of effectors, transition period
or event boundary activity, and effects that are sensitive to purely
perceptual salience). Furthermore, we excluded effects that could
be construed as indexing multiple operations: Posner-cuing para-
digms that collapsed across invalid and valid trials, tasks that were
unable to separate cue- and target-period activities, and visual
search tasks that did not independently estimate search and
detection effects. We further excluded studies that did not use
healthy adults or did not publish stereotaxic coordinates. Finally,
we restricted the plotted foci to those falling at or lateral to x =!10
in Talairach space and posterior to the post-central gyrus of the
fiducial brain. Foci were included if they fell within left lateral
PPC, defined broadly (posterior, lateral, superior, or inferior

parietal cortex), regionally (supramarginal gyrus, SMG; angular
gyrus, AnG; intraparietal sulcus, IPS; superior parietal lobule, SPL;
inferior parietal lobule, IPL; temporoparietal junction, TPJ), or
according to reported approximate Brodmann’s area (;BA 7, 40,
39, or the superior aspect of 19). Foci that met these inclusion
criteria are listed in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 4.

Foci from included studies were projected onto a fiducial
cortical surface (Van Essen et al. 2001; Van Essen 2005), upon
which was overlaid previously reported convergence maps of left-
lateral PPC activity during episodic retrieval (Wagner et al. 2005),
as well as summary foci from two recent episodic retrieval meta-
analyses (Ciaramelli et al. 2008; Vilberg and Rugg 2008b). To the
extent that putative top-down attentionmechanisms are recruited
during episodic retrieval, a large degree of overlap would be
expected in dorsal PPC between the loci of old/new effects and
those implicated in top-down attention (Fig. 4A). Similarly, to the
extent that putative reflexive attentional orienting mechanisms
are triggered by recollected event details, a large degree of overlap
would be expected in ventral PPC between the loci associated with
recollection and those implicated in reflexive attentional reorient-
ing (Fig. 4B).

To enable a statistical comparison between the two litera-
tures, we identified all retrieval foci from the Ciaramelli et al.
(2008) and Vilberg and Rugg (2008b) studies that were used to
create the summary foci of retrieval effects (Fig. 4, yellow and
green foci), and compared them to the attention foci plotted in
Figure 4. Analyses were accomplished by first converting the
left PPC coordinates reported in each episodic retrieval review
into a common coordinate space (Talaraich); foci with x
coordinates medial to !10 were omitted. Planned comparisons
(Mann-Whitney U) were then performed as follows: Coor-
dinates (x, y, z) from top-down attention foci were tested against
those from relevant retrieval effects in each retrieval review
(‘‘familiarity’’ effects in Vilberg and Rugg [2008b], and ‘‘top-down
attention to memory’’ effects in Ciaramelli et al. [2008]). Similarly,
coordinates from reflexive attention foci were compared to those
of ‘‘recollection’’ (Vilberg and Rugg 2008b) and ‘‘bottom-up
attention to memory’’ (Ciaramelli et al. 2008).

Results of comparison
Initial qualitative comparisons of the overlap between the atten-
tion and retrieval effects suggest more divergence than conver-
gence, with this divergence being particularly apparent in ventral
PPC. Specifically, as is evident in Figure 4A, top-down attention
foci fall largely in the medial bank and posterior portion of IPS, as
well as in SPL, whereas the old/new convergence map falls lateral
to the majority of the attention foci (26 out of the 72 top-down
attention foci, or 36.1%, fall within the boundaries of the old/new
retrieval map). In ventral PPC, while the majority of reflexive
attention foci fall in the right TPJ/SMG (not depicted in Fig. 4B),
the reflexive attention foci that fall in the left hemisphere do not
appear to overlap with the recollection convergence map (only 4
out of 28 reflexive attention foci, or 14.3%, fall within the
boundaries of the recollection map). Rather, the majority of
the ventral PPC reflexive attention foci appear situated more
anteriorly in left TPJ/SMG, whereas the recollection map pre-
dominantly encompasses AnG. As described next, this apparent
divergence in dorsal and ventral regions was supported by statis-
tical comparisons.

Turning first to the dorsal effects, the mean (6 SD) x, y, z
coordinates for top-down attention foci reviewed here are: !26.1
(7.4), !61.5 (10.6), and 43.1 (10.6), whereas the mean (6 SD) of
the retrieval foci reported in Vilberg and Rugg (2008b) are: !33.0
(9.5), !58.7 (8.0), and 42.3 (8.7); and those reported in Ciaramelli
et al. (2008) are: !33.9 (13.4), !58.4 (11.4), and 40.7 (9.1).
Statistical comparison revealed a significant difference in the x
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coordinates between top-down attention and retrieval foci from
both sets of retrieval data (P < 0.01). Thus, the apparent medial/
lateral divergence in dorsal PPC between top-down attention and
retrieval effects evident in Figure 4A is supported by a significant
difference between the x coordinates of the attention andmemory
foci.

Turning to the ventral effects, the mean (6 SD) reflexive
attention coordinates are: !43.7 (13.9), !44.8 (10.4), and 36.1
(10.7), whereas the mean recollection coordinates reported in
Vilberg and Rugg (2008b) are: !42.3 (8.9), !61.2 (11.2), and 36.7
(9.8), and the mean bottom-up attention to memory coordinates
reported in Ciaramelli et al. (2008) are: !42.2 (11.4), !56.4 (10.5),
and 35.7 (13.8). Statistical comparison revealed a significant
difference between attention and retrieval effects in ventral PPC,
as the y coordinates of the reflexive attention foci fall anterior to
those of the retrieval foci (P < 0.0001). Thus, in addition to the fact
that the majority of reflexive attention foci fall contralateral to the
majority of recollection effects, it is also the case that reflexive
attention foci fall unambiguously anterior to retrieval effects in
left ventral PPC.

Discussion and open questions
The differences reported here between the anatomical localization
of attention and episodic retrieval effects within lateral parietal
cortex offer initial evidence that parietal retrieval effects might not
exclusively draw on the same goal-directed and reflexive attention
processes that are at the center of Corbetta and Shulman’s dual-
attention hypothesis. Rather, medial and lateral regions of dorsal
PPCmight support partially distinct functions in episodic retrieval
and tasks of attention, and anterior (TPJ/SMG) and posterior
(AnG) regions of ventral PPC appear to cleanly dissociate across
tasks of retrieval and attention. Each of these findings will be
discussed in turn.

Within dorsal PPC, to the extent that there is lateral/medial
dissociation between the neural correlates of episodic retrieval and
of goal-directed attention, the question arises as to how to in-
terpret the functional significance of dorsal PPC activation during
retrieval. One possibility is that more lateral regions of dorsal PPC
mediate attention-based operations over a class of information
that is central to episodic retrieval tasks, but not to many of the
goal-directed attention tasks reviewed here. For example, it is
possible that the inclusion criteria in the present review—which
were guided by Corbetta and Shulman’s approach (Corbetta and
Shulman 2002; Corbetta et al. 2008)—were too restrictive in
limiting attentional effects to findings within the visual domain.
From this perspective, the more medial regions showing attention
effects here might be involved primarily in selective attention to
spatial and/or visual object sensory input, whereas more lateral
regions (predominantly showing retrieval effects) might act upon
different dimensions or types of content that are common to
episodic retrieval. This possibility aligns with findings from studies
investigating aspects of attention beyond the scope of the present
review (e.g., motor selection, maintenance of vigilance, and
correlates of the attentional blink), which have revealed effects
in lateral IPS and IPL (see Rushworth et al. 2003 and Husain and
Nachev 2007 for reviews). Alternatively, Vilberg and Rugg (2008b)
have proposed that activity in dorsal PPC during recognition
memory tasks may signal the degree of stimulus salience, rather
than endogenous selective visual attention per se. To the ex-
tent that such alternatives are correct, then the attention and
retrieval tasks investigated here may recruit only partially over-
lapping substrates within a larger, more heterogeneous attention
network.

Within ventral PPC, what might account for the divergence
between thememory effects found in left-lateralized AnG, and the

reflexive attention effects found in right-lateralized and, to a lesser
extent, left TPJ/SMG? In terms of the laterality difference in
ventral PPC, it has been proposed that left PPC processes may
differentially operate on verbal and/or meaningful information,
whereas right PPC may operate on sensory and/or meaningless
information (Cabeza 2008; Vilberg and Rugg 2008b). Alterna-
tively, others have proposed that the lateralization stems from the
processing of internally cued vs. externally cued information,
respectively (Ciaramelli et al. 2008). In terms of the observed
anterior/posterior dissociation, such a finding mirrors existing
evidence for at least two distinct networks within ventral PPC: (1)
the ventral-attention reorienting network that includes TPJ and
SMG and (2) the so-called ‘‘default network’’ that encompasses
more posterior regions including AnG, which has been implicated
in internally focused tasks such as episodic retrieval (Corbetta et al.
2008) (also see Buckner et al. [2008] for a recent review of the
default network literature). Future research should aim to test
accounts of diverging lateralization within ventral PPC, as well as
further articulate the functional relationship between anterior and
posterior areas in ventral PPC during episodic retrieval.

It is important to stress that while the present review suggests
a greater divergence than convergence between the attention and
episodic retrieval fMRI literatures in lateral parietal cortex, it may
indeed be the case that, under some circumstances, PPC regions
implicated in the attention literature are engaged during episodic
retrieval. For example, eye movements have been observed to
occur during memory search and possibly facilitate episodic
retrieval (e.g., Christman et al. 2003; Ehrlichman et al. 2007),
which may directly or indirectly relate to why conditions thought
to require an effortful search of memory, such as contrasts of lower
vs. higher recognition memory confidence judgments, have been
observed to recruit SPL (see Cabeza et al. 2008). Although spec-
ulative at present, it remains important to appreciate that episodic
retrieval may elicit dorsal attention mechanisms under some
conditions.

Similarly, although the divergence between the attention and
retrieval literatures is even more striking in ventral PPC, it should
be emphasized that there also appear to be restricted circum-
stances, wherein the ventral PPC regions implicated in reflexive
attention are engaged during episodic retrieval. For example, Kuhl
et al. (2007) examined neural mechanisms supporting episodic
cued recall under a condition where there were multiple associates
for each cue, and thus competition between mnemonic represen-
tations was high. During successful vs. unsuccessful recall, greater
activation was observed not only in AnG, but also inmore anterior
PPC structures, including SMG/TPJ (Fig. 2B). Consistent with the
AtoM account of ventral PPC activation during retrieval, one
possibility is that this activation of SMG/TPJ marks the recruit-
ment of reflexive attention mechanisms when distracting (i.e.,
competing) memories are recovered during target memory re-
trieval (Levy and Anderson 2009). To the extent that this account
is correct, then one would predict that there should be a relation-
ship between SMG/TPJ activation and the degree of competition
induced by distracting memories, a finding that also was observed
in the Kuhl et al. (2007) study.

Because the current review surveyed a range of findings from
two literatures, the resulting comparisons unavoidably retain the
diminished anatomical precision inherent in group-normalized
data, compiled from multiple studies. Such an approach might
result in a modest level of spurious co-localization when a more
nuanced relationship is actually present. For example, the low
spatial precision of this approach may account for the partial
overlap of effects in dorsal PPC. As there exists evidence that
the functional properties of dorsal PPC can be parcellated at
a microanatomical scale (Scheperjans et al. 2008), the degree of
true overlap between the mechanisms engaged during attention
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and episodic retrieval may be best assessed by other means.
In particular, we believe further progress on this question will
necessitate within-subject analyses of the anatomical relation-
ship between attention and retrieval effects in lateral parietal
cortex, and, as implied above, will require additional specifica-
tion of how shared component processes might be useful for
remembering.

Beyond methodological concerns, a complete understanding
of the role of lateral PPC during episodic retrieval will also come
from critical evaluation of other hypothesized mechanisms, in-
cluding the mnemonic accumulator and output buffer hypothe-
ses. For example, the mnemonic accumulator hypothesis is
compatible with evidence showing graded familiarity or memory
strength effects in lateral PPC (e.g., Yonelinas et al. 2005), as well as
with evidence suggesting that regions of IPS accumulate evidence
in service of perceptual recognition decisions (Ploran et al. 2007).
At present, it remains to be determinedwhether such amechanism
underlies the parietal old/new effect, or whether accumulator-like
effects overlap with the dorsal attention network, rather than the
lateral IPS regions that show old/new effects. With respect to
the output buffer hypothesis, it has been recently argued that the
recollection effects observed in AnG might reflect such a mecha-
nism (Vilberg and Rugg [2008b]; for a similar proposal regarding
SMG/TPJ, see Vincent et al. [2008]). This proposal is bolstered by
fMRI data showing ventral parietal sensitivity to the amount of
information recollected (Vilberg and Rugg 2007, 2008a,b; also see
Hutchinson et al. 2008), as well as functional and anatomical
connectivity data showing strong interconnection between the
hippocampal formation and AnG (Vincent et al. 2006; Kahn et al.
2008; Vilberg and Rugg 2008b). Both the mnemonic accumulator
and output buffer hypotheses suggest promising alternatives to
strictly attention-related accounts of lateral PPC functioning in
episodic retrieval and await further evaluation.

In summary, the aforementioned insights into parietal con-
tributions to remembering advance our understanding of the
relation between memory and attention, but also highlight that
substantial mechanistic uncertainty remains. In an interesting
parallel with the behavioral literature on attention and memory,
the findings of this review and a separate review on encoding
(Uncapher and Wagner 2009) suggest an asymmetry in the
contributions of attention to episodic encoding and retrieval.
Behavioral findings suggest that encoding relies more heavily on
attention mechanisms than does retrieval (for review see Craik
2001). Likewise, Uncapher and Wagner (2009) suggest that an
attention-based account of lateral parietal contributions to encod-
ing is viable, whereas the present study suggests that this attention
explanationmight not fully extend to episodic retrieval. Given the
diversity of higher cognitive functions putatively attributed to
lateral PPC, along with the diversity of distinct parietal subregions,
future research is bound to reveal the multi-process nature of
parietal contributions to episodic retrieval. Because attempts to
anatomically align or dissociate across-domain parietal responses
are made difficult by across-study comparisons of normalized
group data, we anticipate that a particularly fruitful path to further
progress will be within-subject manipulations that directly test the
degree of across-domain functional overlap. By focusing on in-
dividual functional anatomy, future functional imaging studies
promise to unravel the current mystery surrounding the role of
parietal cortex in remembering episodic experiences.
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